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OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

No. 132 of 1989
 






BETWEEN:

DARWIN PRIVATE HOSPITAL PTY LTD
Plaintiff
AND:
ABIGROUP CONTRACTORS (NT) PTY LTD
Defendant



CORAM:	MARTIN J,

. .   -. -'
.. REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 31 March :C989y···-· ·
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By its Originating Motion, as .amended by consent,
the pl.a.i..n..t-if·-f _.s.eeks.  _.-c\ -    de.c:l:a.rat.::j,   _on -_-t-·h.a. t _a lJ_en registere_d  over its interest in certain land, of which it is proprietor
as lessee .of the Crown, in Darwin, is invalid and of no effect, alternatively that it be cancelled or the effect of it modified,

The lien was registered by the defendant on the land on about 27 February 1989 pursuant to the Workmen's Liens Act (hereafter referred to as "the Act").





The plaintiff relies firstly on certain arguments going to the validity of the lien and secondly upon the powers of the Court under s. 32 of the Act, in that the plaintiff says it is prejudicially affected by the lien.
Under that provision, providing the prejudicial effect is shown, the plaintiff may seek the alternative orders set out
above at any time, and the Court may make such order as may be deemed just.


The matter came before me by way of summons on the Originating  Motion.		No objection was made by the defendant to this procedure.	As originally framed  the relief  sought by the Originating Motion  was  that authorized  bys. 32 of the  Act (r. 4.05(b)).		As amended, the plaintiff sought the same relief together .with·a.--declaration .that..the	.lien.was invalid.	Presumably it was  considered  that-proceeding by way of Originating Motion was appropriate, in-respect-of-the declaration, upon the basis that it was unlikely that there would  be  a substantial dispute of  fact (r. 4.06(a)).	An appearance was entered by the defendant and, in that circumstance, r. 45.04(1) provides that  judgment  may  be given on application by the plaintiff in accordance with
	45.04.	An application for judgment is to be made by summons in Form 45A.	The summons in this matter was not in accordance with that Form.	I suspect that paying regard to the requirements of r. 46.04(2)(b), the summons stated that it was made under r. 45.04(3), which is quite inappropriate.

Notwithstanding these procedural irregularities, and there being no objection to them, it is appropriate that I should deal with the real issues between the parties (rr 1.10 and 2.01).	In so far as is necessary I dispense with compliance with the Rules in Chapter 1 (r. 2.04).

It is obviously preferable that the Court not be obliged  to consider  these procedural matters.	However, when they  arise, even without objection, I consider  they should  be brought to attention.	To proceed otherwise would be to encourage--parties .to proceed_almost without .regard to the Rules, which would inevitably lead to confusion, delay and
expense· in:·some cases...
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;:;  ; ,;.. : :	-··;         ,  . :;; ..
···,This -is not·a.case in which the..questions raised go primarily..to·..the..procedural··requirements-of---the -Act,-with "a view to-determining·whether the lienccclaimed.and as
registered-is-valid on .those...grounds.	Certainly there..:was_ ..   
some debate in that regard, but the principal issues between the parties went beyond them.	It concerns, in essence, interpretation of a building agreement (the plaintiff being the proprietor and the defendant the builder), and a Deed of Release between them impinging upon that agreement, in so far as the terms of those documents, in the events which happened, gave rise to the defendant's claims and action under the Act.	Serious questions arise as to the interpretation of those documents and of the Act in that





regard.	Most of the time taken up before me was directed to those questions, and I am satisfied that the provisions of those documents and the relationship between them are matters requiring careful consideration.	Further, arising from the results of that consideration there are important issues going to the interpretation of the Act.

I need not, I think, detail all those matters here. They are extensive  and  open to argument.	It is enough  that I indicate that the procedural requirements of the Act were complied  with by the defendant.	Whether there is a foundation in law for activating the Act is bound up in the documents  and the disputes  as to what they mean.	The way in which the argument proceeded- -before-• me 1-eads me -'to- he1:ieve that neither of- the -parties--was expecting me to resolve those matters•. what they did was to demonstrate that there were  issues to be tried.	Taking and applying, by analogy, the law relating to the granting of interim or interlocutory injunctions, I consider that those issues are matters which should be left to a trial, rather than being  determined  upon a preliminary  or interlocutory application.	They are matters of substance, which individually and collectively  go to the validity  of the lien.	Though I decline to determine those matters, these proceedings have had the advantage, at least, of enabling each side to understand the positions adopted by the other and thus to re-assess their respective strengths and weaknesses.
The deed, which is dated 15 September 1988, provided for the plaintiff to pay to the defendant
$22,301,605, of which it was acknowledged that $20,748,561 had been paid.	The demand under s. 10(2)(a) of the Act was for $147,025.90.		That demand was made on 27 February 1989 and the lien registered on the same day.	Of the numerous items which made up that sum:


	$4,512.94 was withdrawn by the defendant as being its responsibility;


	$7,806.48 has been paid by the plaintiff;



	$5,020-·w ;:;s 0      acknowledged· -toc,be -in.,respect -ofc,wo:r:k.	, , 0.•-.c" done b:y"the· 0 defe ndai:J.t 0      on·	property which··was:neither owned ·nor occupied-by- the plaint-iff -and -t-hus··could

not be the subject-of a lien on the subject property.

	$39,447.19 representing certain interest payable under the agreement and/or deed (which the plaintiff says is not within the definition of "contract price" in the Act) had recently been paid into the Supreme Court of South Australia by the plaintiff as a condition of its being granted leave to appeal against a decision·of a Master of that Court in proceedings involving the same parties as here.

The total of those amounts is $56,786.61, leaving a balance of $90,239.29.	The many individual items making up that sum are all the subject of the disputes involving questions of law which are, as I have said, arguable.

The Chief Executive Officer of the plaintiff in an affidavit sworn 17 March 1989, upon which he was not
cross-examined, deposed that:


	the plaintiff has entered into a Convertible Loan

·· Agreement with two financial institutions.;..


	under the terms of that agreement the plaintiff is

--":·- required ,to.,exe-eute=and del,ive:i;- to:.the,·sol.icitors
., for those institutions a first registered-_ mortgage over the plaintiff's interest in the --subject--land, prior to 12 April next.

	In default of so doing the institutions can immediately demand repayment of all monies currently outstanding amounting to in excess of

$14,000,000.


I note that there are two mortgages on the plaintiffs title to the subject land to other financial institutions and that the lien was registered thereafter. The inference, which I draw from the material before me, is
that under the arrangements made by the plaintiff the existing mortgages are to be discharged to enable the new first mortgage to be registered.	However, if the lien remains it will take priority over that new mortgage.	As to priorities as between liens and registered mortgages see
	9 of the Act, and as to unregistered mortgages sees. 3 of the amending Act No. 658 of 1896.	Subject to the discharge of the existing mortgage I can see no reason why the plaintiff cannot comply with its agreement to grant a first registered mortgage.	It would then rank in priority after the lien.	It has not been put to me that the new. financiaL.institutions would regard the existence-of the lien as a breach of the plaintiff's undertaking to grant a first registered mortgage.	Even if that were so, the plaintiff could· put an end -to the lien:by _payment _to the

Registrar General -to--abide the ev_ent_o_f the action already -·" _ -,·  
taken by the defendant (No. 138 of 1989 in this Court), t_o recover .the monies it ..claims .and to--.enforce the lien_
(s. 16).	Such relief may also be available under s. 26 of
the Act although it is not so clear.


Leaving aside for a moment the interest claimed, it is acknowledged by the defendant that the amount covered by the lien is to be .reduced by $17,339.42 (the total of (a),
(b) and (c) above).	That leaves $129,686.48.
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As to the interest, it is in Court in South Australia.	I do not think it would be just to place the plaintiff in a position where, to obtain relief from the lien, it had to find that sum again to pay to the Registrar General or into this Court.	That would prejudice the
plaintiff.	I can only assume that ultimately it will be ordered to be paid out to either the plaintiff or the defendant, depending upon the outcome of those proceedings. When that will be, in relation to when the disputes in this jurisdictcion are resolved, is .impossible to predict.
Without deciding·the matter,·I·must say that at this stage I have grave doubts  that the interest can  be the subject of the lren-.-· ·· · ·· ·

One of the ,effects ,of,,the.,J.ien is .to create a security ·in favour of the defendant -for ·the amount claimed in it.	I consider it is open to the Court, exercising ·power under s. 32 of ·the Act, to modify that effect bydeclaring
that the amount so secured is less than the amount claimed,
if that be shown, and to further so declare in relation to part of the amount claimed on the basis that the lienee is prejudicially affected.	I am concerned however, that the defendant should not lose the benefit of the security which it now has arising from the interest being in Court in South Australia.
,- .. .. .



In all the circumstances it would be just to modify the effect of the lien by declaring that the amount claimed thereby is reduced by the sum of $56,786.61, to the sum of
$90,239.29.


It is further ordered that.in .the event that the monies presently in Court in South Australia become payable to the plaintiff, it not take that sum or dispose of it without securing the same to the satisfaction of the defendant or otherwise by order of this Court, pending the outcome of proceedings numbered 138 of 1989 in this Court in which the defendant is plaintiff and the plaintiff is
defendant.
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I understand that under current arrangements monies paid to the Registrar General are not able to be invested at interest.	That may mean that the benefits to be derived under s. 16 of the Act are restrained by commercial considerations.	That situation should be rectified.

